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FOREWORD

The Socialist Party presents this programme as a basis for
discussion and invites those who are interested in the task of
building a socialist India to offer their criticism and suggestion .

The present programme is mainly suggestive and concerns only
some of the most vital problems of reconstruction . The Party
is preparing more detailed plans and studying other fields that
have not been dealt with here . We hope soon to be able to
place before the country our programme regarding education ,
health and local self-government.

15th October, 1947.
Socialist Party Central Office,
Comrade Chambers,

21, Govindji Keni Road,
Dadar, Bombay.

JAYAPRAKASH NARAYAN.
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PROGRAMME
The Socialist Party stands for the establishment in India
of a democratic socialist society .
A socialist society is not created in a day . There must be

a period of transition from the present to the future form of
society.

The Socialist Party believes that, where democracy and
civil liberties are in existence, the transition to socialism must
be peaceful and through democratic means.

The ultimate form of a socialist society is fairly well known .
It is a society in which all are workers - a classless society .

It

is a society in which human labour is not subject to exploitation
in the interest of private profit ; in which all wealth is truly
national or common wealth ; in which there are no unearned
incomes and no large income disparities ; in which human life
and progress are planned and where all live for all. While

this ultimate picture is familiar enough, the stages through
which a country must pass to reach the ultimate goal are

pragmatic and depend on conditions in each country. The
determination and planning of these stages are of such vital
importance that a mistake made in regard to them might change
the entire course of social development and lead to a destination
far different from socialism .

Having considered the situation in the country, the
Socialist Party presents the following programme for the first
stage in India 's evolution towards socialism .

I. POLITICAL
1.

The New CONSTITUTION

In the opinion of the Socialist Party, it is vitally important
that the new constitution of India should be ready for pro

mulgation within the next few months. Dominionhood must
be ended as soon as the constitution is promulgated . Elections

under the new constitution should be held by the middle of
1948, and the Republic established immediately thereafter. To
this end , preparation of electoral rolls should be immediately
taken in hand.

The new constitution must be a fit instrument of full
democracy, i.e., political as well as social democracy .
The new Indian State must be a sovereign , democratic,
federal Republic .

The will of the people must be recognised as the source
and foundation of the authority of the State.
There must be a single, uniform citizenship .
The State must be secular. All religious communities must
be guaranteed equal freedom of conscience and worship.
Equality in all forms should be guaranteed to all citizens
without distinction of caste, community , sex or creed . Back

ward classes and sections of society should nevertheless be
assured special facilities for their economic and cultural

advancement. Full cultural autonomy should be guaranteed to
minorities.

The constitution should also guarantee to all citizens, in
cluding those residing in the federated States, fundamental civic

and political rights enforceable by the Supreme Court of India.
The property of the entire people should be regarded as

the mainstay of the State in the development of the national

economy, and private property and private enterprise should

be guaranteed only to the extent they are consistent with the
progress towards socialism . Private property and private enter
prise may be expropriated or socialised, with or without
compensation , in accordance with the law , the State being the
sole judge of the extent of the compensation when offered .

The constitution should provide, through the creation of
statutory bodies such as economic .councils and planning com
missions, for the reorganisation and development of economic

life on the basis of social ownership and control of the means
of production .

The constitution of the Republic and the constituent units
(Provinces as well as States) should be democratic, that is to
say, they should provide for responsibility of the executive to
the legislature.
All legislatures should be unicameral; and all elections,
including to the Federal Legislature, should be on direct, secret
and adult suffrage under a system of joint electorates. There
should be multi-member constituencies and voting should be
according to the system of cumulative votes, thus providing
for minority representation .

The constitution should provide for a strong federal centre.
Yet, the provision for a strong centre should not involve
any substantial diminution of the freedom

of a unit to push

forward its programme of social, cultural and economic advance
ment in pursuance of the mandate of the people.
Except for the elected legislatures, no other authority in
the State should have power to promulgate ordinances and

other extraordinary powers of a similar nature.
Recruitment and promotion of persons in public services
should be on the basis of merit, except that special considera
tion should be given in recruitment to backward classes .
The judicial and executive functions should not be com
bined in the same officer.

There should be a social and economic council at the
centre as well as in the units, authorized to plan economic and

social measures, investigate and examine economic , social or
other schemes or matters referred to it and generally advise

the governments on matters requiring special or expert
information .

These councils should be constituted on a functional basis
and should provide representation among others to scientists,
engineers, physicians and surgeons, educationists , political and

administrative experts, business, economic and agricultural
experts and to trade unions, co -operatives, peasant organisations
and other similar bodies .
These councils should replace the present second chamber
and supervise the cultural and economic policies through

appropriate committees.

2. REFORM OF THE SYSTEM OF ADMINISTRATION
The bureaucratic administrative machine, efficient in its
own way for the limited purposes of a police state , is com
pletely outmoded and unsuited to the tasks that would devolve
on it in a social service state. It must be remodelled and re

constituted to suit new conditions and serve new social purposes.
A new outlook must be generated in the services— the outlook
of service and nation -building and the disciplined zeal of an

army. Most of the old members of the services, particularly
on the higher levels, used to a different mode of thought and

conduct, must be replaced by new men with fresher outlooks
and inspired by a high social purpose. Entire new services,
such as a variety of economic services will have to be created .
Promotion should not be merely by seniority, specially in

the top ranks.

They may be recruited by special promotion

from the ranks or by direct recruitment.

Grave inequality that exists between the emoluments of
the highest and lowest public servants must go.
Recruitment to public services should generally be by com

petition. After recruitment, suitable specialised training should
be given to the recruits.

Clean, conscientious public service is one of the essentials
of sound democracy . Every effort must, therefore, be made
to root out corruption from the public services. This cannot
be done unless the public also co -operates. Members of the

public are today as much responsible for the rampant corrup
tion as the corrupt public servant. Ultimate purity of national
life depends upon the purity of the individual citizen .
While the economic transformation of society proposed in

this programme will remove some of the most powerful
influences tending to corrupt social life and public administra

tion , it would be necessary for ministers to deal strongly with
corruption in the services. It will also be necessary to eliminate
extra - constitutional interference by public men with the deci

sions and activities of the services.
The development of a keen sense of public responsibility
would act as a powerful solvent. In order to infuse such a
spirit of responsibility and responsiveness to the people among
the public services , it is necessary that there should be intimate ,

democratic contact between them and the people immediately
concerned and provision made for the exercise of a certain
degree of control over the administrative services by the local

self-government authorities or by advisory boards set up for the
purpose.
Another method that the Party suggests for checking cor
ruption in the services is to require every public servant to

make periodical declaration of his property.
With these general considerations, we turn to more parti
cular suggestions.
The basis of the whole administrative structure should be
the village panchayats elected by adult suffrage. The panchayat

should exercise all the functions of administration, including
that of law and order, and also function as a unit of self
government and be responsible for village roads, primary educa

tion , sanitation , etc.

Judicial powers should not be vested in

the panchayats.
Because of the complexity of the work which will have to

be done as well as of the danger of village feuds and communal
attitudes interfering with the work, it would be necessary for
a period to have servants of the State as secretaries of the
panchayats.
For the higher units of the administrative system it will be

necessary to make a distinction between those administrative
offices which deal with maintenance of law and order and other
routine matters and those offices which would be concerned

with nation-building activities such as planning, co -operatives,
etc. The district officer, as at present, should not have omnibus
powers, but should deal with the limited sphere of law and
order and collection of revenue. Other officers of equal

authority in their spheres should be created to look after
development activities.

These new officers, as well as the others,

should be assisted by advisory boards nominated by interests
concerned with each department. These boards should have

mainly ex -post-facto powers but should also advise the officers
concerned about matters of policy. Rules should be made for
dealing with cases where differences of opinion may arise. In
such cases the matter may ultimately be sent to the relevant
committee of the legislature, in the meanwhile the officer acting

according to his own discretion .
At the provincial level, heads of departments must likewise
be assisted by advisory boards composed of representatives of
interests concerned. Each minister , too, should have a com
mittee of the legislature to assist and advise him in his work.

These committees should have the power to investigate any
matter falling within their purview and of calling in any rele
vant evidence, as also the power to formulate and recommend
policies.
In order that these advisory boards from the district up

wards may be properly constituted , it should be the duty of
Government to help in the organisation of functional interests.
This new system of administration should be fitted in with

self-governing local bodies, such as local, taluk and district
boards.

The administration should provide the expert and

technical guidance and administrative efficiency and the local
bodies the people's initiative, the local point of view , and the
democratic sanctions.
The problem of local self-government requires fuller exami
nation , and an attempt will be made to present a clearer picture
at a later stage.

3. REFORM OF THE LAW AND LEGAL PROCEDURE
The law in our country is well known for its intricacy and
complicated nature. It must be simplified.
:
The law , further, is written in a foreign language which a
vast majority of the people does not understand. This leaves
them ignorant of the law and places them unduly at themercy
of professional lawyers. The most urgent need , therefore, is
for the law to be translated into the Indian languages.
More than the law , it is the administration of law that
needs simplification . Courts of law should go nearer to the
people ; and elaborate and dilatory processes should be
eliminated .

The Party suggests the following judicial system in this
behalf :

( a ) Civil
(i) Petty claims up to a certain sum should be disposed
of by elected village courts. There should be no appeal except
on the ground that the decision was perverse or was induced
by corrupt motives.
( ii) Bigger claimsshould be disposed of by ad hoc judi
cial panchayats selected by the parties out of a panel maintained

by the Judicial Department. The panchayat may, if they feel
necessary , invite a trained judge to sit with them or seek his
advice on a point of law .

There will be no appeal except

on the ground of perversity, corruption or failure of justice .
(iii) Specialised cases involving intricate problems of law
will be tried by a trained judge sitting with assessors.
In courts (i) and (ii ) above lawyers will not be allowed .

( 6 ) Criminal
(i ) Elected village courts should try petty crimes such as
insult, hurt, abuse and trespass.
(ü ) More serious crimes should be tried by ad hoc
individual panchayats assisted by a trained judge if necessary.
Fact-finding and punitive functions must be separated .
( ii ) Investigation should not be entrusted to the village
council ; the danger is that the councillors may stifle investiga

tions or turn them into improper channels in cases in which
they are interested. As in Russia , there should be a separate
investigating officer who should be a judicial officer and not a

police officer. This should apply to major offences only.

(c) Specialised Courts
·

These should be based on the same principle as above,
namely of associating the public with the administration of

justice, e.g ., juvenile courts to deal with juvenile delinquents
to be composed of teachers, doctors and respectable citizens,
male and female; divorce courts to be composed of male and

female citizens and doctors.

Lawyers should not be allowed in these courts.
(d )

Courts of Appeal

The subordinate courts should have power to refer ques
tions of law for final decision to these.
( e) The Legal Profession
The legal profession needs to be drastically reorganised .
The Party suggests organisation of a collegium of lawyers, as
in Russia . The collegium would admit lawyers after education

and allot them work according to ability and also fix their
remuneration .
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II.

ECONOMIC

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

Any economic programme prepared now must above all

determine the course of development of our national economy.
If the ultimate objective is socialism , steps must be taken now
to start the nation on the road to that goal.
The present policies of the Congress Governments have no

direction or aim ; and they can lead to no other result but a
virtual perpetuation of status quo. The existing economy is
based on private enterprise, that is, based on private profit
and exploitation of labour.

It should be obvious that per

petuation of this economy cannot ever lead to socialism .

To make a start towards socialism , the present economy
must be brought under social control and subordinated to an

overall plan of development; certain sectors of it must be
socialised immediately ; investments must be rigidly controlled
and directed by the State ; taxation must tone down vast income
disparities ; such property relationships as zamindari must be

abolished forthwith and a living wage, a decent shelter, must
be guaranteed to the worker.
These measures would fairly set the country on the road
to socialism . But they do not exhaust the economic policies
that are called for today.

Next in importance to the direction of economic progress,
but not in isolation from it, is the crying need today of raising
production , i.e., firstly of utilising present equipment and man

power to the best advantage, and , secondly of further industrial
and agricultural development.
Of immediate and vital importance are such problems
as of shortage of food , cloth and housing; the criteria and
13

mechanism

of controls and their maladjustment resulting in

black markets also raise urgent issues.
And last, though not the least, is the human problem .

The social state must evoke in the individual citizen a new
consciousness of social cohesiveness. The individual must
respond to new incentives and assume larger responsibilities.
With these general remarks we turn to a more detailed
statement of our economic policy.

1.

(a )

INDUSTRY

Planning

The first need is to have an economic plan in which

diverse aspects of economic activity are viewed as an integrated
whole. A planned co -ordination of resources can lead a com
munity to levels of economic and cultural advancement almost
unpredictable in terms of the routine development under free

enterprise.
The allocation of economic resources and manpower at
present pursue the dictates of profitability. This method pays
scant regard to the essential needs of the economy, which are
starved at the expense of unessential activity with a higher

margin of profitability . Unless our resources and manpower

are directed on a central criterion of stepping up per capita
productivity, irrespective of the margin of profit in each indi
vidual concern , the economy as a whole becomes stunted and

unbalanced .

Certain investments yield a poor return by

themselves but their total contribution to general productivity
of a region is very considerable . Such , for instance, are

schemes for improving the terrain of the soil, afforestation and
river regulation . Central planning can facilitate such a shift
in the current investments.
.
: While planning commissions and boards at central and
provincial levels will have to be created, unless the whole com
munity participates in the work of planning, it cannot become

a co -operative venture and cannot evoke that popular enthu
14

siasm , without which no plan can succeed.

Every village and

every industrial unit must participate in this great undertaking.

In the first stage of socialist reconstruction , our economy
is bound to be a mixed economy, that is, it would have sectors

both of socialised and private economy. But to be effective,
planning must cover the economy as a whole in the sense that
even private industry will be controlled and regulated to fit

into the common pattern of economic advancement.

(6 ) Socialisation
The Socialist Party advocates immediate or early nationali

sation of the coal and mica mines, iron ore and bauxite and
other mines, of iron , steel and other large metallurgical indus
tries, of all defence industries and aircraft and ship -building,
and of power. These are basic industries and their nationalisa

tion is essential for a socialist development. .
The Party further advocates nationalisation of the textile

mill industry , because this industry supplies one of the primary
needs of the people.

The railways are already almost wholly nationalised. The
Party advocates nationalisation or municipalisation of all power
transport.

For the administration of the nationalised and socialised
industries, national, provincial or local statutory boards should
be set up for each industry, representing the State, the con

sumers and the workers, including the technicians.
(c ) Controlled Industry
Other industries should be brought under the control of
the State. The control should be exercised in the following
ways :

(i) a system of licensing of industries should be introduced
with regard to location and size;

(ii) control of capital issues;
( iii ) control of building materials;
( iv ) control of motive power;
15

( v ) compulsory regulations with regard to wages and

labour conditions;

(vi) control of remuneration of management and of
dividend ;
(vii ) compulsory State audit on the basis of a model balance
sheet ;

( viii ) control of prices of raw materials and finished goods

as also of qualities and quantities of the latter.
Our country is desperately poor. Though there is an acute
shortage of foodgrains, the rate at which a man -hour of agri
cultural labour exchanges for a man -hour of non -agricultural

labour is highly unjust and unfair.
The whole problem of incentives to production will have
to be viewed in this perspective of the general level of earnings
and incomes. Profits of industry could not under such condi

tions be allowed to rise beyond the highest salaries paid by the
State.

(d ) New Industries
For any programme of industrialisation , the State must

fix priorities, i.e.,must single out those industries which have
to be developed first and those thatmust come later. It is not
possible for us in India to concentrate on heavy and basic
industries to the exclusion of medium and consumption goods
industries, because the re-adjustments of ownership and the size

of holdings of land will displace large numbers of men and
women for whom suitable employment will have to be provided
mainly in the rural areas.
All key industries must be owned and managed by the
State - national or provincial.
Of the other industries some should be developed by public
corporations and co-operative bodies.

Some others may be developed by the State in partnership
with private enterprise.
Other industries might be allowed to be developed by
private enterprise, subject to public controls indicated above.
16

In order to be able to prepare a programme for industrial
development, the State must immediately undertake a nation

wide economic census of national resources, capital equipment,

present production , consumption needs, occupational distribu
tion, national income, etc.
2 . LABOUR

If a beginning is to be made towards socialism , the place
of labour in industry and society at large must receive special
attention . Dignity of labour must be accepted in all walks
of society and the master and employee relationship must
undergo a change, placing the labourers on a basis of equality

with the employer - State or private.

The workers must be

regarded as equal partners in a common undertaking. In all
nationalised and socialised industries, workers' representatives
should have a share in the government of industry. Such rights

however must be forfeited wherever the collective social sense of
the workers does not instil a new sense of obligation and res

ponsibility to the quality and output of the industry .

Only

when the workers act as an adult unit of production can such
rights be maintained and extended . In private sectors of

industry, works committees must be established giving the repre
sentatives of the workers a share in the running of the industry
on the same conditions stated above.

The first charge on the profit of industry, private or public ,
must be the primary requirements of the worker, viz., a living
wage and adequate housing. With the development of pro

duction , provision of social amenities for the workers and their
family , must form a primary charge on industry .
In the sphere of nationalised and socialised industry, the
whole concept of remuneration of labour must change. In

a regime of private enterprise, wages are a necessary charge on
production , and the tendency always is to reduce them asmuch
as possible so that profits may be as large as possible.

In

nationalised industry , both the concepts of wages and profits
17

must change ; and the remuneration of labour must become a

means of determining the share of the worker in the total output.
Here the tendency should be to raise remuneration as produc
tion rises consistent with the needs of the industry and of national

economy.

The concept of profit likewise must change in

nationalised industry. It no longer is a source of private in
come, but should become a means of determining what share

of the total output should be ploughed back into the industry
and what spent on national development.
3 . BANKING AND TRADE

The Party advocates nationalisation of all banking and
insurance.

Foreign trade should be a monopoly of the State, but the
State should exercise control over internal trade through price

control and rationing.

4 . TAXATION
Public finance should be reorganised as functional finance.

The essential idea of functional finance is very simple.

It is

that the financial activities of the Government should not be

judged by any traditional canons of fiscal propriety but by
considering the effects of each act and deciding if these effects
are desired or not.

The entire tax system needs to be critically re -examined
further in terms of the incidence of each tax. Certain taxes
have become highly repressive with the passage of years. Cer
tain types of economic activity escapes contributing its just
share of the tax burden .

Certain forms of functionless owner

ship actually pays a far lesser share than those who are actively
advancing the productive effort. It is necessary to divide in
comes into two clear categories, those unearned incomes which
are a tribute enacted by ownership over the national resources
and those which arise from

direct or indirect contributions to

production . The rate and method of taxing these two categories
18

need to be precisely defined and our social outlook must find
its reflection in the system of taxation .

It is desirable to require an annual statement of income
and total possessions. War profits must be taxed out of exist
ence.

A tax on capital gains, death duties and even capital

levy are the obvious methods, for using the tax system as an

instrument of social policy.
5 . BLACK MARKETS
The Party advocates vigorous measures to fight black
markets.

These measures are punitive as well as economic .

The punitive measures hitherto taken are inadequate. In
the opinion of the Party, punishment to be effective should
extend to confiscation of the property of the black -marketeer

and forfeiture of his civic rights.
The Party proposes the following economic measures to
fight black-marketing .
In the use of manufactured articles that are rationed , such

as cloth , the productive capacity of each factory should be
ascertained by Government experts, helped by labour repre

sentatives. After that each factory should be assigned a fixed
quota of goods to be produced for the Government. The Gov

ernment should distribute the goods so obtained to the consumers
through controlled price shops and consumers co -operatives, the
membership of which should be restricted to families below a
given income level.
Each factory may be allowed to produce in excess of the
quota fixed and to sell it in the “ free," i.e., uncontrolled
market.

6 . AGRICULTURE
Employing nearly three- fourths of our manpower and

comprising over two-thirds of our primary resources, agriculture
is the pivot of our economic life. It has, however , received
scant attention from the previous Government as well as from
the industrial planners of the capitalist variety. It is no exag
19

geration to say that a full and balanced development of our
economy would not be possible without basic changes in rural

economy. The direction of the changes and the precise imme
diate tasks must first be precisely defined .
In this scheme the immediate objects of the Party are:

(a ) An increase of direct State investment, with a view
to expand the acreage under cultivation, and an increase of
the per capita productivity of land labour. The rate at which
each man-hour of labour on land exchanges for a man -hour of
non -agricultural labour must be examined , with a view to put

agricultural production on a solvent basis.
( 6 ) Drastic changes in the system of land ownership , with
a view to create normal holdings suitable for each agent, which
will be economically units capable of scientific cultivation .

(c)

The creation of new economic organisations such as

co -operative and multi-purpose

societies, grain

banks and

medium -scale industries, localised in rural areas to absorb the
surplus labour force.
( d ) The landlord in his many varieties, the moneylender
and the trader — these are the three main agencies which exploit
agriculturists today. Therefore , in order to give the agricul
turist a new deal, landlordism of all kinds must be abolished .
The land should belong to the State , and between the State
and the tiller of the soil there should be no functionless, rent

receiving interests. At present there are many such intermediary
interests.
Compulsory consolidation for creating economic holdings

is also necessary .
An essential corollary of the above forms would be that
the normal size of holdings would have to be fixed according

to the quality of the land and as to whether it is dry or wet.
This will involve a certain amount of re-distribution .
If the village economy is to be free from maladjustment

and economic exploitation , agricultural labour too must have
a new deal. For each agricultural zone, a minimum standard
20

of wages should be determined.
Such an effort however demands the measurement of the

total man -hour labour during each season and its distribution
during the year. There is a great deal of concealed under
employment which will be laid bare.

This will have to be

absorbed through suitable medium -scale industries located in the
vicinity.

The problem of the exploitation of the agriculturist

by the trader and the moneylender is dealt with .
Rural Finance : Agriculture has never received the same
type of attention as commerce and industry. The present
methods of rural finance are uneconomic as well as unfair

to the cultivator. The creation of economic holdings and the
ending of fragmentation by law would open new avenues for

the investor in land improvement as well as for organising the
financing of seasonal operations. Crop insurance can and must
further stabilise the new holdings. For purposes of current

finance, a suitable instrument would be the Samagra Grama
Sahayak Samiti ( a multi-purpose society) and a grain bank .

Law should require every cultivator in the village to join this

Samiti. This Samiti should express the corporate life of the
village; and the economic activities of the cultivators would be
taken up by the
Samiti. The supply of seasonal credit, selected
moy but theral prod , ents, bett
be siseeds,
anduldgraded
improved implements, better strains of cattle
and the marketing of rural produce, would all be undertaken

not individually but through a multi-purpose society . There
should be similarly a consumers co -operative retail shop.
Over and above these seasonal operations, rural finance
must be available for improvements of land and terrain , drain

age, afforestation, electrification , organisation of medium -scale
industries and the undertaking of minor irrigation works and
roads. These activities would be sponsored for a region by the

district agency of the provincial government in co -operation
with the village societies. Here finance will come from with
out, labour force from within , on a previously determined basis.

The development of these district activities with the help of
the village will create fresh employment and helps absorbing
21

the displaced labour force .

There are, however, two factors which will work against
the smooth implementation of such a plan :

(1)

Compulsory consolidation will restrict the ownership

rights of sub -marginal landholders, some of whom may find

themselves displaced or reduced to the status of land labourers.
While as a land labourer he would , under the new conditions,
be definitely better off than the old landholder of fragmented
and insufficient strip of land, his social status in the village
would suffer.

This class is not inconsiderable and it would

put up a resistance to the new order which must not be under
rated . This fact must be borne in mind while working out the

projects of the Samagra Gram Sahayak Samiti.
( 2)

The wide disparity of earnings for each man -hour

output on the land in comparison to non -agricultural output

per man -hour has been referred to above. This has led to
certain serious consequences in the rural economy. Men of
initiative, ambition and ability have tended to desert the village

and to seek their fortune in urban employment.
adventurous types stuck on to land .

Certain less

The village remains

secluded in its semi-static and depressed atmosphere . Lack of
initiative among the village people is also a serious handicap .
This has made the villagers, victims of certain anti-social
elements who exercise a semi-feudal domination over the cor

porate life of rural communities.

To restrict and expel the

activities of these factional, anti-social village bosses and to instil
greater initiative, drive and ability among the villages are tasks

which must be fulfilled by a special effort. Until they are
accomplished , the economic as well as the political stream of
rural existence is bound to remain sluggish and muddied. For
these reasons, in the initial stages of this plan , initiative must
rest with the district authority. In order to accelerate the pace

of progress, it would be useful to mobilise advance brigades
recruited from selected elements of the rural population . Six
months' training for such rural brigades would help to avoid
the liabilities of requisite manpower shortage and it would also
22

step up efficient and effective team work. Normally, a raw
village lad can become a fairly trained infantry man within
six weeks of strenuous training. A similar pattern for the

training of an army of rural reconstruction with different
implements and tools would alone solve the problem of requisite

local response to a dynamic impulse of change in the rural
economy. For this reason , in the first phase initiative would
belong to the district and would shift as rural brigades come
into their own in village after village. Thus the Party puts
forth a perspective which can best be expressed in the modern
military term “ Combined Operations."
Such a plan can however be fitted into larger schemes of

regional planning on the model of the T.V .A . However, unless
there is such a many-sided simultaneous approach, the rural
economy would not secure its rightful place in our national
The Socialist Party advocates that these rural problems

life.
should

receive the primary attention of every national re

construction plan, for what we are out to achieve is the creation
of a new type of villager as well as a new -model village.

7. SUBSIDIARY RURAL AND SMALL INDUSTRIES
The measures and policies described above would go a
long way towards the resuscitation and material enrichment of
agricultural life. But they would not be enough in themselves.
It would also be necessary to revive and develop subsidiary rural
and small industries. A great deal of local study is necessary
at the same time for planning this development, but the broad

principles may be stated .
As far as possible all such industries should be organised
into industrial co -operatives.

Every effort should be made by encouragement and re
search to improve technique and output.
Those industries should be particularly selected for
encouragement, the technique used in which is not far removed
from machine technique in large-scale production .
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They should be provided as soon as possible with cheap
electric power .
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I

PICTURE OF SOCIALISM

The Objective of Socialism
1.

Till freedom was achieved , socialism was a secondary

issue: national independence came first. After the achieve
ment of freedom , the issue of socialism takes the centre of the
stage. The national front against imperialism dissolves and
the Socialist Party steps forward as the instrument of social

revolution. Froṁ being the left wing of the national move
ment, the Party becomes the vanguard of the toiling masses in
their struggle for a new world . What is the picture of this
new social order and how is it to be achieved ? These are
the questions which must be answered now and the basic policy
of the Party stated clearly at this moment of historic departure .

2.

The Party constitution defines the objectives of the

Party as being ( a ) the establishment of a democratic socialist
society in India ; ( b ) the eradication of imperialism , racialism ,

colonialism and other forms of national oppression and econo
mic inequality among nations and the creation of a democratic
socialist world .

3. After more than a hundred years of socialist thought
and action, there was no need to elucidate these concepts
further. But in the years past conflicting pictures of socialism
have been drawn which makes it necessary to redefine these
concepts and to make a choice.

Totalitarian Communism
4 . Themain choice today is between democratic socialism
and totalitarian communism .

In totalitarian communism , to

which it is wrong to apply the name of socialism , every other
but the ruling party is suppressed ; there is no opposition per
mitted to the Government; i.e ., to the bureaucracy in power ;

the trade unions are not independent organizations of the

workers but subordinate limbs of the all-powerful State with
no right to strike or to take any other action independent of
the State and the ruling party . Under such “ socialism ," as
totaliiarian communism is sometimes called , the individual is

not free and enjoys no protection against arbitrary loss of his
already restricted freedom , his job or even his life. The State
in such a system acquires an unchallenged control over the life,
liberty and happiness of its “ subject.” . On the other hand ,
thanks to the single -party system , the State passes entirely out
of the democratic control of the community of workers and

becomes a tool in the hands of the ruling clique of the only
party in existence . Party leaders and leaders of industry, agri
culture and the armed forces become a class, apart from

the

mass of workers, perpetuating themselves through a system of
special privilege, drawing incomes far in excess of ordinary wages

and ruling in the name of the workers but wholly beyond their
control.
Democratic Socialism
1 . 5 . The Socialist Party rejects such “ socialism .” The
socialist society which it aims at is a society in which there is
the fullest economic and political democracy. It is an axiom
of Marxism that there can be no socialism without democracy.
Therefore, in the socialist society of our conception the indi
vidual, i.e., the worker, is free and the State has no power to
deprive him

of his rights and privileges except through due

processes of law . Further, in such a society, the trade unions
are free and may even exercise, if need be, their right to strike;

other voluntary organizations of workingmen are also free;
political parties other than the party in power may be formed
and may function freely . The State has no monopoly over

the press, the radio or other means of propaganda. Associations
of workingmen , their parties, collectives, co-operatives, munici
palities and other corporate bodies of workers have their own
press and means of propaganda and the State Press is open

to every individual worker, whose right to criticise or oppose
the Government, or any limb or servant of it, is guaranteed

by the Constitution . In such a society, economic power, i.e.,
the power to plan production , the power to determine the con
ditions of work , prices, the distribution of the national produce
between saving and spending and between the forms and grades

of these — all these powers are held not exclusively by the State
bureaucracy, but shared by trade unions, co-operatives and other
suitable representative bodies of workingmen . In such a society,
the servants of the State, particularly on the higher levels,

including police officers and magistrates, are elected by appro
priate constituents and are subject to recall by the same. No
incomes in such a society are much removed from the ordinary

wage-level and the children of the higher grade of wage-earners
have no special privileges or opportunities. Government and
management of economic affairs are made as simple as possible ,
enabling immediate participation in

these activities of the

greatest possible part of the community.
6.

These are the basic principles of democratic socialism

to which the Party adheres, and which shall guide its future
policy. But these principles do not in any way complete the

picture of socialism which the Party has in view ; they merely
state the conditions that will prevent socialism

from

being

submerged by totalitarianism . .
Failure of Social Democracy
7 . While the experiences of the inter-war years in Europe
brought out the defects of totalitarian communism , they also
demonstrated the weaknesses, particularly during the German
Revolution , of Social Democracy.

The Social Democratic

movement in Germany and elsewhere in Europe exhibited an

utter lack of decision in revolutionary and critical moments.
When history demanded decision, revolutionary action, Social
Democracy afraid of violence and disorder and inhibited by
doctrinaire ideas, forswore its historical role and allowed capital
ism to re- entrench itself under the garb of democracy and
constitutionalism . This weak-kneed policy and the disastrous

mistakes and disruptive tactics of world communism ultimately
made possible the enthronement of Nazism .

8.

The Socialist Party , therefore , while firmly believing

in democratic socialism and fully aware of the dangers of
totalitarian communism , adheres steadfastly to the path of
revolution . The Party sees no conflict between democracy and
revolution . The bourgeois revolution was the mother of
bourgeois democracy; so , the social revolution is the mother of
socialist democracy.
Abolition of Capitalism and Feudalism and the Emergence of
· One Class or Classless Society
9 . Capitalist society is based on exploitation of labour
for private profit.

In free capitalism

the degree and manner

of this exploitation are determined by the capitalist class. Under
controlled capitalism , this task is performed mainly by the State ;

but then the State itself is very largely controlled by the capitalist
class .

Therefore, the result of State control of profits, wages

and prices in a capitalist society makes little difference to the
economic basis of that society . In a socialist society, that basis

is completely, basically altered. In this society, there is no
capitalism , i.e. there is no class of private owners of productive
property to which labour power may be applied for the pro
duction of more property. The abolition of capitalism might
be achieved by an insurrection or through a democratic process.
Whatever the process, in a socialist society there is no capitalist
class in existence. Nor is there any other exploiting class, such

as the class of landlords and capitalist farmers. The dis. .
appearance of the exploiting classes means that there is only

one. class left in society- - the class of workers whether they
work in fields, factories, offices or in the professions. The State
in such a society is a workers ' state and , if the democratic forms

of political and economic life already described are in existence,
it may not be turned into a bureaucratic or totalitarian state.

Socialization of Production

10 . The property that under capitalism belonged to the
capitalist and the landlord belongs under socialism to the worker
not individually, but corporately. In other words the State , its
subordinate limbs, the municipalities, village communities, co
operatives and similar corporate bodies become the property
owners, and, together , the managers and directors of all
economic activities. All large-scale industries , such as defence
and basic industries, are owned and managed by the State ;
consumption industries and industries of small and middle
sizes are owned by other, corporate bodies. Land is owned by
the village community as a whole from which individual culti
vators hold within certain minimum and maximum limits of

acreage; and the actual farming is done through co -operatives
or individual cultivators working as members of a co -operative
society.. .

Socialization of Trade and Banking
11.

Trading establishments too become the property of

the State or the co-operatives who carry on all the trade, except
very small neighbourhood trade that may be left in the hands
of individuals. All banking is in the hands of the State. ..

Industrialization and Development of Technology and Science
12 . The economic organization of present society is geared
to the need of creating private profit. In socialist society, the

purpose of economic activities is to produce goods and services

for the satisfaction of human wants. India is poor beyond
description. Not enough of goods and services are being pro
duced to go round. Even if the few who are in a privileged
position at present did not misappropriate the share of their
fellowmen , there is not enough to satisfy even the primary

needs of the population . It is obvious therefore, that production
must increase manifold .

13. But production cannot increase unless human labour
is made more productive by the use of science and technology.
Furthermore, in socialism the aim is not merely to increase the
productivity of human labour but also to make it less irksome
and fatiguing and to leave to the labourer more time for rest ,
recreation and the pursuit of happiness. Thus, both to make
labour more productive and less toilsome, it is necessary to
make the greatest possible use of science and technology.

Large vs. Small Industry
14. In this context the controversy that ceaselessly rages
regarding large industry and handicrafts is beside the point.
The aim in socialist society is to attain the highest possible
standard of living, materially and culturally. Therefore science,
technology, art, all are pressed into service to achieve that aim .

All forms of production - large, small, concentrated , dispersed
- are made subservient to the needs of production , employ
ment, health and aesthetics.

Planned Economic Development
15. In capitalist society, production is not
the needs of the community but to the dictates of
which , in its turn , reflects not social needs but the
between spending and saving, in other words, the

between wages and profits.
is wasteful and planless.

adjusted to
the market,
relationship
relationship

Therefore, capitalist production

16. In socialist society, as production has to satisfy the
needs of society , it is adjusted to those needs. That is to say,
a plan is drawn up in accordance to social needs and produc

tion follows the plan .
Decentralized and Regional Planning
: 17. There is, however, a danger in planning. It has been
found that, if completely centralized , planning leads to bureau
cratism and dictatorship . But the very nature of planned
economy is such that in certain spheres, as key industries,

imports and exports, currency, finance, prices of basic commo
dities, reinvestment, etc., central planning is imperative.

Yet,

if the evils of regimentation are to be avoided , it is necessary
to leave as much local initiative as possible in the matter of

regional planning, particularly with respect to commodities
locally consumed.

At the same time, the Central Planning

Authority too should be so constituted as to be a representative
body; that is to say, it should consist not only of the represen
tatives of the Central Government but also of the Provincial

Governments, the trade unions and the co -operatives.

Village and Town
18 . In capitalist economy, particularly in India, the
villagers are a prey to the cities. In socialist India , this con
flict is removed and the exploitation of the village by themoney
economy of capitalism is stopped. There is no discrepancy in
the standards of living of the rural and urban areas and the
peasant and worker both receive equal values for their labour.

Abolition of the Princes
19. With the formation of the two Indian Dominions,

the Princely States have joined one Dominion or the other .
In socialist India, the princes and feudal lords have no place.
Whether the Princes and their vassals go as a result of revolu
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tion or by the votes of their peoples, they will have to go
before socialism is fully established.

Tribal Peoples
20. The tribal peoples of India are on different cultural
levels, and all are backward economically and politically.
Taking advantage of their backwardness, foreign missions have
tried systematically to denationalize them . The tribal peoples
are an integral part of the Indian nation ; but their distinctive
culture entitles them to regional autonomy and the fullest
cultural freedom .

Religion
21. While socialism is a rational way of life, it does not
interfere with religion . Religion would be completely free in
socialist India .

Caste
22. In India , apart from economic inequalities, there are
social inequalities, particularly among one of the communities,
namely the Hindus.

The system

of caste is anti-social, un

democratic and tyrannous, inasmuch as it divides men into high
and low , touchable and untouchable, curtails human liberties
and interferes with economic activities. In socialist India , this
system cannot exist and no distinction or discrimination based
on caste is permitted .
Woman

23. Woman in present-day society is suppressed and
exploited . In socialism , woman is the equal of man , and no
distinction or discrimination based on sex exists.
Socialism

... ! 24. Here then is our picture of socialist society. It

!

is a democratic society,where everyone is a worker and all men
are equal, including women ; where there are equal opportunities
for all and wages do not differ so much as to create distinctions

of class ; where all wealth is owned by the community ; where
progress is planned ; where labour is joyful and fruitful; where
life is richer , fuller, beautiful.
World Socialism

25. Our picture of socialism is unrealisable in full except
on a global basis. Socialism

defines a world order, a social

epoch, and its frontiers are not geographic. Socialism in one
part of the world and anti-socialism in the other have no mean

ing except that the times are transitional. “ But ultimately there

is only one world , and that is the world of socialism . Hence
world socialism is our objective, and we work with other demo
cratic socialist forces to remove from world society the impedi
ments to world socialism , namely, imperialism , racialism , colo
nialism , other forms of national oppression and economic
inequality.
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CHAPTER

II

TRANSITION TO SOCIALISM
26 . The society described above cannot be created all
at once. Present society is far removed from socialism . There
fore , there must be a period , short or long, of transition from

the present to the ideal.

Class Struggle : The Motive Force of Social Change
27 . The forces that drive society toward socialism are the
forces generated by the struggle of classes. It is not merely
socialist intellectuals who by the powers of logic and persuasion
bring about socialism . Socialist intellectuals play an important
part in the process, but they do not provide the motive force.

That force is provided by the working class and the other
exploited classes in capitalist society who struggle against their

exploiters in order to improve their position and to free them
selves from exploitation . This struggle leads them ultimately
to destroy the social system that upholds and sanctions their
exploitation and to establish a society free from exploitation,
i.e. a socialist society.

The intellectuals who identify them

selves with the exploited class give ideal or ideological expression
to this struggle and the objectives it drives at in a more or less

elemental manner. In brief, the class struggle is the motive
.force in the transition to socialism .

Two Stages of Transition
28. Looked at as a historical process, this transition has
two stages ; one, the stage where the class struggle leads to the
capture of power by socialists ; the other, when the socialists in

power build up socialism .
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Insurrectionary or Democratic Method
.

29.

In theory , State power can be captured by either

of two methods, i.e. by an insurrectionary overthrow of the

State in existence or by democratic means. It is necessary to

define both these terms to avoid misunderstanding.

Insurrectionary Means
30. Insurrectionary means must be distinguished from
terroristic action , putschism or conspiratorial violence. Insurrec

tionary means become inevitable when a small class of privileged
and vested interests rules by force over the entire people, who
cannot be rid of the rulers except through a violent overthrow .

It is important to remember that any violent action against
the State is not insurrection nor a preparation for it. Insur
rection is an armed rising of the people , rather than the

sporadic violence of a band of conspirators. An insurrection
succeeds only when it has the backing of the people and the
active participation of at least the more awakened among them .
In other words, an insurrection is not an insurrection unless
the people participate in it : otherwise, it is, at the best, the
terrorism of a revolutionary elite . It follows that in order to

prepare for an insurrection, it is futile to throw bombs and
commit murder and loot and arson . What is needed is to
awaken and organise and move the toiling masses. The essence
of the socialist methodology lies in this technique of mass

awakening and mobilisation . To put it historically , for an in
surrection to take place and to succeed , the philosophy and

technique of the Narodnaya Volya must be transformed into the
philosophy and technique of the Russian Social Democratic

Labour Party.
Democratic Means
: 31. Likewise , care should be taken not to confuse demo
cratic means with mere constitutional or parliamentary means.
Though the first include the second, they are far wider in scope.
15

Civil resistance, satyagraha; strike ( in certain circumstances )
are not constitutional means. Yet they are democratic means.
Likewise, mere constitutionalism is not concerned with build

ing up of class organisations, such as trade unions, and in
sharpening the class struggle, or in constructive work such as
the development of the co -operative movement or the workers '
educational movement. A constitutionalist or parliamentary
party is little more than an election machine. A democratic
party too has its election machine, but it is much more than

that. It has its trade union work and other similar work among
the peasantry and the lower middle class and its co-operative
and other constructive and educational work . Nor is all this
work aimed at mere electoral victory, but at laying the founda
tions of socialism within the womb of present society. The
socialist government alone cannot build up socialism , but the
people as a whole, working through their trade unions, peasant
panchayats, co -operatives, youth , cultural and other popular

organisations must do it.
32. Democratic means can be used for the capture of
Ştate power only where full political democracy is functioning
and the working class, the peasantry and the lower middle class

have reached a high level of maturity and have created a
powerful political party. Where these conditions do not exist,
democratic methods must be ineffective and inadequate and

sometimes dangerous.
33. When the first stage is complete, i.e. when State
power has been captured, socialists may proceed to build up
socialism either in a democratic manner or through a dictator

ship of the proletariat, i.e. of the toiling masses who in India

include workers, peasants and the poor middle class. The
democratic method can succeed only where the danger of
counter revolution does not exist, i.e. the danger that the old
ruling classes would overthrow . the socialist state by force and

establish their dictatorial rule.
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In Present Circumstances only Democratic Means Correct and
Effective
34.
fairly set.

In India the course towards socialism

seems to be

The framework of Indian democracy is nearly com

plete, and , though the picture is not that of full political demo
cracy, there is large scope for democratic functioning .

There

is going to be adult franchise , and, though there are limitations,
civil liberties under the new constitution shall exist to a degree
where the socialist movementmay grow steadily . The existing

restrictions on the people's liberties are no doubt an impediment
but their effect can be exaggerated. Further enlargement of
democracy is dependent largely on the growth of the socialist
movement itself. The stronger this movement grows the fuller
· shall be our democracy. On the other hand, the more irres

ponsible does left wing infantilism become, the greater the
danger of fascism and reaction . The Socialist Party is thus no
mere tool in the hands of circumstances. Rather the Party is

itself a considerable factor in the shaping of circumstances.
Taking into account the entire situation in the country and the
future possibilities, democratic means appear to be the only
correct means to follow , the only means that can be effective.

It is possible that events, beyond our control, might conspire
to transform radically the existing situation, making democratic
means impossible to follow and rendering them ineffective. Even
in that eventuality, though it appears to be highly unlikely, the
presentmeans in the present circumstances would so strengthen
the forces of socialism and give it such a mass basis and such

a broad-based organisational instrument, that it would be easy
for the movement to adjust itself to the new situation and adopt
even insurrectionary means effectively .
.

Democratic Transition or Dictatorship of the Proletariat
35.

The new State in the hands of Socialists becomes an

instrument for building up of a socialist society.
17

The State

might function democratically, or it might be compelled to
suppress the liberties of those who might threaten its existence.
If the socialist movement has succeeded in mobilising an ade
quately large sector of the toiling masses and if the influence
over them

of the propertied classes has been destroyed , the new

State would have so broad a basis and such stability that the

danger of counter-revolution should be inconsiderable.
building up of socialism

The

can then proceed on democratic lines.

If, on the other hand, the new State is threatened and insecure,
the counter -revolutionary elements in society would be sup
pressed by force.

In other words, a dictatorship of the prole

tariat would have to be established. Such a dictatorship , how
ever, shall not be the dictatorship of a single class, or worse,
of a single party.

Under this dictatorship of the proletariat,

all the classes forming the proletariat shall share in the state

power , and all the parties of the proletariat except those that
believe in totalitarianism shall function in complete freedom ;
only the anti- proletarian elements being disenfranchised and

their liberties suppressed.
Our Primary Task
36 . As stated above, the motive force in the transition
to socialism is the struggle of the classes. In India , the working
class, the peasantry , the toiling middle class, are neither
organised nor fully aware of their historical role, i.e . of their

role in the transition to socialism nor has their struggle become
a central fact in the political and economic life of the country.

Large sectors of the toiling masses are today wholly under the
sway of irrational, undemocratic, anti-socialist forces, such as

the forces of caste and communalism . Socialism would remain

a distant dream till the masses are weaned away from these
influences and made aware of their true interests and their
historic destiny.

Therefore, the primary task of the socialist

movement today is the creation of the class organizations of the

toiling people and the development of their class consciousness
18
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and of their struggle for freedom from want and exploitation
and social injustice.

Constructive Activities
37. In a democratic climate, and working with demo
cratic means, the struggle of the exploited classes and their efforts
to emancipate and equip themselves for the task of governance
and management of society assume other forms than merely
class organisation . There are all manner of constructive and
cultural activities which take the class struggle to varied fields

and fronts and push forward the transition to socialism . The
most important of these activities is co -operation in all its forms.
Among other activities may be mentioned workers' education ;
youth movement; cultural programmes ; adult literacy ; cam
paign against caste , untouchability and communalism ; volun
tary association for self-help such as to build village roads,

wells, tanks, bunds, etc ., and other similar work.

The import

ance of these co -operative and cultural activities should not be

under-estimated and they should form as important a part of
our work during the transitional period as the development of
the class organisations.

CHAPTER III
POLICY WITH REGARD TO INDIAN STATES
People's Aspirations
38 . With the end of British rule in India , the Princely
States lost the basis of their existence. The Princes of these

States had allied themselves in law and in spirit with the foreign
rulers. The struggle against these Princes therefore formed
an integral part of the wider struggle against foreign tyranny.

Through their long struggle of thirty years the people of India
learned to aspire for the removal of the princely order, for the
political and administrative unity of the country as a whole ,

for the growth of democratic institutions throughout the land
and for the regrouping of States either to merge with the exist
ing provinces or to form new provinces where possible .
Integration only the Beginning of a New Order
39. The integration of five hundred and odd states,
achieved in less than two years, constitutes a land mark in the
advance of Indian polity and realisation of people 's aspiration .

However the disappearance of these States as separate entities
is not the final step in the political integration of this land .
It is only the beginning of a new order in which the States
and Provinces find a new basis of further advance.

Re-drawing the Administrative Map
40.

Together with the Provinces they have now to be

regrouped so as to achieve administrative and economic effi
ciency and to serve the claims of language, geography and the
sub-groups of Indian culture . According to this formula the
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Socialist Party welcomes the constitution of Madhya Bharat
and Rajasthan . It further proposes the formation of the new
provinces of Karnatak, Kerala , and Gujarat. The other Unions
and States must be abolished to merge with these and other

existing Provinces. Many of the States have been left in their
original shape and the Unions that have been formed cannot
be justified on rational grounds. The position of centrally

administered States such as Bhopal, Rampur, Himachal Pra
desh , Manipur and Cooch -Behar is anomalous.. Similarly

there is no raison d'être for the Unions of Pepsu , Vindhya
Pradesh, USTC and Saurashtra as separate administrative.
units. The Vindhya Pradesh Union should as a whole be
merged either in U .P . or C .P . In no case should it be split up .
Disintegration of Hyderabad Essential
41.

In accordance with the common pattern for the

reconstitution of provinces, the Socialist Party does not believe
in the continuance of Hyderabad as a single administrative unit.

Hyderabad is a province of three languages and an autocratic

dynasty hadsheld it together regardless of the desires of the
people. The power of that dynasty is now gone and Hyderabad
must be broken up into its natural parts, the Telugu area should
go to the Province of Andhra, the Marathi area to the Province
of Maharashtra and Kannada speaking area to Karnatak.

Such a break-up of Hyderabad and the association of its dif
ferent units in natural fraternity with the neighbouring pro

vinces will realise the aspirations of the people and release
their energies.
Paradox of Popular Ministries without Legislatures
42. The complete integration of the States involves their
rapid democratisation . Yet in Saurashtra , Pepsu and Raja
sthan the paradox of popular Ministries without Legislatures

continues under the dispensation of the States' Ministry.
21

In

the States and Unions of States, where Assemblies have been
formed , the principle of free election was vitiated by the pre

valence of the conditions of semi-serfdom and restricted fran
chise. This wrong must be immediately set right.

Nomination of People's Representatives denial of Democracy
43. The population of the States which have been
merged into the existing provinces have no say whatsoever in

the administration of these Provinces and are therefore left in
a state of inferior citizenship . The Socialist Party emphatically
*protests against the arbitrary decision of the Congress Govern
ment to shelve the issue of elections in the merged States, which
alone could have given the feel of freedom to the people and
to nominate their chosen men as people 's representatives to the
Legislative Assemblies. Any attempt to whittle down the
establishment of full democratic institutions must be resisted by

the people.
Abolish Distinction between Prince and Commoner

44. The Government of India's policy with regard to the
powers and status of the Princes, such as continue to be rulers
or Rajpramukhs in their States and such as have been removed
has halted the revolution in the States. As long as the distinc

tion between the Prince and the commoner lasts either in power
or in status, democracy is painfully inadequate.

The Prince

must be shorn of his princehood and elevated to be a free
citizen of India . The Government of India have not only
allowed this vital principle to be compromised but have also
fixed hereditary allowances and pensions of Rajpramukhs and
deposed Princes at excessively high figures, a fact which reduces
to mockery all calls to austerity and hard work. Their allowances
must therefore be scaled down to bring them in conformity
with the general pattern of austerity.

In some cases , Princes

have appropriated to themselves State properties and a large part
of such usurpation has taken place in recent months. The
22

Government of India must set up committees consisting of High

Court Judges to enquire into the Princely properties.

Common Organic Law throughout the Land
· 45.

The Socialist Party welcomes the measures taken by

the Government of India in order to bring about integration
of the States in the matter of finance, and armed forces. The
barriers of custom duties must disappear and the federal
authority must fully prevail in regard to army, currency, per

mits, taxation and industrial development. A number of
Constituent Assemblies have been set up,which must be scrapped
and the same organic law enforced in the States as in other
Provinces. Any compromise on this question will inevitably
jeopardise Indian unity.

Enlargement of People's Rights and Liberties

46. · The fundamental rights of the citizen in these States
are still curtailed and sometimes nullified by numberless bad
laws and practices. The constitution of India must guarantee
full civil liberties all over the land and meanwhile all laws and
measures which hamstring the people of these States must go.
For the growth of democracy, it is likewise necessary that the

Jagirdari system which gives a large vested interest in land and
also some ruling powers to a small set of Jagirdars must be

abolished immediately. In these Jagirdari and Princely areas,
men are still held in serfdom and then transferred as slaves.
The right of life , liberty and pursuit of happiness must imme
diately and inalienably belong to every man and woman in

these States and all institutions and practices which deny to
the people the right to govern themselves must be removed.
Urgent Administrative Reforms
47.

The administrative jungles which the Princely terri

tories represent today must speedily be cleared up. Adminis
trative services must be standardised , their power and respons
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ibility fixed and a system of appointment by examination and
merit through Public Service Commissions be instituted . In
most of the States bad laws and lax administration prevail as
of yore. Laws must immediately be standardized and brought
in line with the rest of the country . Legislation on labour and
agriculture must conform to all- India standards. Recommenda

tions of the Pay Commission , Factory Laws, dearness allow
ance scales and the like must be put into operation . The
labour and kisan movements must be brought in line with the

mass movement in the other parts of the country. Working
class efforts to achieve minimum wage, social security must be

encouraged . Likewise , expenditure on agricultural uplift and
tenancy laws of the all- India pattern must prevail.

The co

operative movement also should be encouraged and rules of
registration regularised .
.

States are Retarded Areas in the Indian Union
48. The States constitute today the backward areas in
the Indian Union . There is terrible cultural backwardness,

paucity of trained personnel and absence of democratic con
sciousness. No facts and reliable statistics with regard to various

aspects of the economic life in the States are available today.
In the matter of food statistics, they are described as non -report

ing areas. The absence of statistical material is bound to defeat
the attempts to introduce a planned economy. Special atten
tion must therefore be given in order to bring these areas to

the level of more advanced regions.

Otherwise these areas

will become cause of future disruption and disintegration .
Foreign Settlements a Threat to India's Integrity

49. The political and administrative integrity of India is
obstructed by the existence of foreign settlements even more
than by the princely States. The Portuguese settlement in Goa
has already made itself infamous by suppressing the people's

revolt for freedom and for unity with India , by exiling five
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brave Goans to a fortress prison in Portugal and further by the
recentmost sentence of fifteen years' rigorous imprisonment each
to fourGoans for the simple offence ofmaking a speech. These
foreign settlements must go. While the Government of India

should indeed convince the Portuguese and French Governments
of the undesirability; for the sake of decent international rela

tionships, of their persisting to suppress a part of the Indian
people, the Socialist Party must assert that this is not a matter
for diplomacy alone and that it is the inalienable right of

the people in these settlements to revolt against foreign tyranny,
and that it is equally the right and duty of the Indian people
as a whole to support such revolts.

CHAPTER IV

:

LABOUR POLICY

Pivotal Rôle of the Working Class
50. In the achievement of Socialist order of society, work
ing class has an important and increasingly responsible rôle
to play . The labour policy of the Party therefore forms the
core of the Party's policy-statement.
Worker's Cultural Backwardness

51. The Labour Movement in our country suffers from
the social and cultural backwardness of the working class as
also from the legacy of disruption and disunity in the past.
The working class can realise its historic destiny only to the
extent it is able to overcome these initial disabilities.

Trade Union Unity possible only on Sound Principles
52. The Socialist Party, in the past, took a leading part
in bringing together within the folds of a common organization

trade union movements that had got splintered by other parties.
Experience has however shown that such unity is artificial and
it is neither lasting nor effective in enabling the workers to
play a significant part in society. Real unity can be realised
only on the basis of new crystallisation of labour, on the basis

of sound organisation built on sound policy. It is a slow yet
sure process.

Free and Democratic Trade Unionism
53. Only free and democratic trade unionism can have
the vitality to survive splits and splinter movements. These
Unions must be free from

the control of employers, Govern

ment and political parties. Both the Communists and Con
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gressmen have entered the Labour Movement with the inten
tion of subordinating it to their political and party ends. The
inadequacy of the AITUC and the INTUC is thus fundamental.

ng

he In dsofof the
The first has sacrificed the Tinterests
worki class over
the working

and again to the needs and demands of the political exigencies

of the Communist Party. The INTUC has been brought into
being to subserve the needs of the Congress Party in power,

of shackling the working-class to the needs and requirements
of the Congress Party .
54. Vital Labour Movement is based upon free and
democratic trade unionism . The principles of such trade
unionism have been ably defined in the Manifesto of the Hind

Mazdoor Sabha. The manifesto lays down as its central prin
ciple that the working class should play an increasingly signi
ficant role in the affairs economic and political of the country .
To achieve this the trade unions must enjoy freedom from the

domination of government, employer or political party . : The
trade unions in their turn must assure the fullest democracy
to its members.

The trade union movement must strive for

the realisation of the principles of Industrial Democracy and
must further all efforts at the political organization of the
working people. Because the Sabha is built upon these sound

principles, it deserves the support of the Socialist Party.
Hind Mazdoor Sabha
55 . Anxious as the Socialist Party is to develop free and

democratic trade unionism in the country, it directs its mem

bers working in different trade unions to exert their deſocratic
influence towards uniting the trade unions in the country in
the Hind Mazdoor Sabha .

International Solidarity

:

56. The Socialist Party likewise favours an international

solidarity of free and democratic trade unions.

The coming

together of such trade unions on a world scale deserves our
support.

National Industrial Unions
57. If the workers are to play an important part, it is
necessary to have a sound trade union movement that would
be free from the weaknesses that have clung to trade union
movement so far.

58. The major weakness of Trade Unionism has been
the fragmentation , or small size, of the unions. It is necessary

to discourage factory unions and foster nation-wide unions. The
Party must work for the creation of national industrial unions
with locals for different factories and trade councils for dif
ferent localities. Such national industrial unions would be able
to realize uniformity of wage rates and of conditions of work

over the vast country and provide guidance to constituent units
in strike as in normal times. Only national industrial unions

can meet the employers, who are well organised , on an equal
footing.

59. Technicians and the members of the supervisory staff
in many industries are forming their own unions. This develop
ment should be welcomed and efforts must be made to bring

about a greater co-ordination between the unions of the workers
and those of the technicians and the supervisory staff.
60.

The national industrial unions should have full-time

paid officials and organisers. Honorary work cannot give trade

unionism the services it requires. The officials and organisers
should be adequately paid if responsible work is to be expected
from them . It is equally necessary to develop the trade union
leadership from among the workers themselves .

61. The trade union movement can fulfil its manifold
responsibilities 'only if the unions have adequate finance.
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The

membership fees should be large enough to meet the various

demands on the trade union movement.

New Tasks and New Responsibilities
Trade Unions are being called upon to shoulder new

62.

responsibilities ; the original and fundamental task of collective
bargaining formembers has to be continued and developed. The
machinery of consultation provides new opportunities to trade
unions, and with the development of planned economy the

trade unions will have to pool the experiences of the workers
and impart its benefit to industry.
63. The demand for workers' share in the control of in - ..
dustry is made for two reasons: the worker 's wages and con
ditions of work are ultimately determined by the organisation
and output of productive processes. Unless he has an effective

say. in organising the productive processes his economic and
social improvement will not go far. Secondly, the worker has

functional interest in his job. As political democracy enriches
his citizenship so industrial democracy enriches his satisfaction

in and from work . It is the business of new trade unionism
to restore to the worker the joy in work that transition from

craft economy to factory economy has taken away.
:

64.

Industrial democracy must be fostered not merely

because it will improve and augment production but also be
cause it will enrich work for the worker .
Political Base of Working Class Movement

65. The position, the industrial workers occupy in the
economic life gives them a pivotal position in the struggle for
socialism . Without their participation, social transformation
cannot be realized . Political democracy can broaden into social

democracy only to the extent the workers assume responsibility.
The Socialist Party must therefore be rooted in the working
class.

The Party units in industrial areas must be composed
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of the best elements in the working class. A two-way relation
ship must therefore grow up between the Party and the trade

unions. Each must support the other and become the warp
and woof of the common fabric of socialism .
66 . In the European countries different relationships have

grown between the trade unions and working class parties. In
Great Britain the trade union movement nurtured the Labour
Party to maturity. In Imperial Germany the relationship was
just the reverse . The political organizations of workers under
Lasalle and Liebknecht, from

the beginning, dominated the

trade union movement. In the Latin countries the political
and the functional organizations of the working class often came ,

in conflict and it is no accident that France gave birth to
Syndicalism . In Russia , under the totalitarian philosophy of
the Bolsheviks, the trade unions are shorn of all independent
powers and are mere appendages of the Party in power. '
Collective Affiliation

67. The new constitution of the Socialist Party , with its
provision for collective affiliation of class organisation to the
Party , provides organic links between the political party of the

workers and their trade unions. Collective affiliation assures

the control of the Party by the organised forces of the working
people.

Schools of Democracy

. 68. In India , where we are striving to realize democratic
socialism , the trade unions, together with co -operatives, must
become the principal schools of democracy for the working
class. They are the means for training the working class for
assuming responsibilities in political and economic spheres. The
trade unions and works committees must train the workers in
the art of industrial management and organization . The test
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of a successful union is the ability to control an industry that
it has imparted to its members. In socialist economy, it must ,
be remembered, that the trade unions and co -operatives will

share the responsibility of the governance and administration
of industry.
Workers Education Movement
69. The Party in conjunction with trade unions, must

develop a Workers' Education Movement that will remove the
cultural backwardness of the working class.
i

70.

A demand must bemade on the government and the

employers to provide facilities to the workers for technical
training. A scheme on the model of the-Training-Workers-in

Industry scheme in Britain should be prepared to train the
worker in the workshop .

This will go a considerable way in

meeting the needs of our industries for trained personnel.
: 71.

The Party must endeavour through trade unions,

labour colleges and cognate organizations to build up a cadre
that will be able to shoulder the responsibilities of nationalized
industries.

72. The Party's labour policy is directed towards winning
through trade unions, co -operatives, labour colleges and works
committees, the total allegiance of the working class for the
establishment of a new social order based on free and equal
life.
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CHAPTER V
FOREIGN POLICY
Objectives of Foreign Policy
73. The Socialist Party stands for the ideals of ( 1) World
Government and ( 2 ) Peace . The pursuit of this twin objective
necessitates adoption of a positive foreign policy. This policy
comprises of four elements : (i) freedom of peoples, (ü ) demo
cracy and social justice, (iii ) comparatively equal returns to

human labour throughout the world, and (iv ) active neutrality .
Freedom of Peoples

74.

The first principle is clear enough .

The Party has

always stood for the freedom of the colonial people. All Asia
is astir today and many countries have regained their freedom .

But vast areas of Africa and some countries of Asia are still
under foreign domination .

Therefore, the struggle for freedom

has to continue until the last vestige of imperialist domination

has been destroyed . The Socialist Party will support all popular
movements aimed at achieving this end .
75 . While the world is moving in the direction of greater
and wider integration of peoples, the nascent nations in Asia
and Africa in the last lap of their freedom struggle are mani
festing an alarming tendency to disintegrate . Self determination

has unfortunately spelt partition , destruction of secular demo
cracy and elevation of religious and racial communities to state

hood .

Interested groups and foreign influences have delibe

rately fostered and are continuing this process of disintegration .

Such a development will be the undoing of socialism and must
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therefore be countered by the fostering of wider loyalties and

preference for ever widening federations. . .
Social and Economic Aspects of the Freedom Movements
.

76 .

The achievement of national

independence

is

not enough. The people of these countries should strive to
reconstruct their economies and raise their standard of living
through economic planning and elimination of economic
inequalities. There is a great danger of people exchanging

one form of slavery for another. Wage slavery may go. But
if it is replaced by forced labour on a mass scale or
the discipline of the labour camp as in Russia , freedom

will

necessarily remain incomplete. Labour must therefore be free
and the frontiers of freedom and civil liberty be enlarged. In
short the life of the people has to be reorganised on the basis
of democratic socialism .

The movements of freedom

from

foreign rule everywhere and particularly in East Asia have
been more than the effort to overthrow foreign rule.

They

have also been economic and social movements directed against

the old order, specially the feudal order which allied itself with
foreign rule everywhere.

The progress of the peoples towards

socialism in Asia is not restricted to the working class as in
European countries ; the exploited classes which have hitherto
struggled for freedom and are now struggling for socialism are
as much farmers and city dwellers as factory labourers. Such
a . general advance of the Asian and other peoples towards
socialism opens out a wholly new and glorious perspective for
world socialism .

Economic Advancement of the Retarded Peoples
77. The overriding fact in the world today is the inequa
lity of nations. This inequality does not merely consist in the
political dependence of some nations, but also in the disparity
in the productivity of human labour between advanced indus

trial countries and retarded economics of Asia and Africa .
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Unless this disparity is removed there will not be a real world

order. Today the return to human labour is extremely
unequal. The ratio between the advanced countries and
backward peoples would approximately be 20 to 1. For this
it is not necessary to depress the advanced countries. What is
required is to introduce new technique in backward countries
and raise their productivity. Increased output per man- hour
of labour demands better and adequate tools and tolerable

living conditions. In fact this effort to bring the productivity
of the colonial people on a par with those of the advanced
countries is the sheet-anchor of a progressive foreign policy.

Policy of Active Neutrality
78. The policy of neutrality, the Socialist Party stands
for , is not a passive or negative policy . What the Party is

advocating is a policy of active and positive neutrality . India
must not isolate herself. She should seek to extend the sphere
of this neutrality by bringing in countries which desire peace

and want to keep aloof from the conflict of Power-blocs and
thus form a Third Camp— the Camp of Peace .

This policy

has to be understood in the context of the present international
situation .

Power-politics and International Tension

.

. : 79. The world situation is characterised today by the
creation of two powerful blocs — the Anglo - American Bloc and

the Russian Bloc and their struggle for World domination .
The destruction of the Japanese and German empires during
the Second World War created a vacuum over certain areas

of the earth and this gave a new impetus to the rivalry of great
powers.

The antagonism

between the Anglo -American bloc

and the Russian bloc is an expression of their attempt to project
their respective influence wherever such a vacuum existed.
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Democratic ' and

Socialist ’ Blocs

.

80. The Socialist Party is unable to accept the popular
characterisation of either of the dominant power -blocs. The

Anglo-American bloc is commonly described as a political
democracy and the Russian bloc as an economic democracy
or a socialist dictatorship . These are at best partial truths.
Democracy and socialism are interrelated terms and therefore
it would be wrong to characterise the Anglo -American system

as democratic and the Russian system as socialist.

In the

United States and Western Europe they have indeed introduced
a democratic method such as representative institutions and
elections, but their democratic effort is far from

adequate .

Likewise Soviet Russia has abolished private ownership in the
means of production and established planned economy but she

has centralised economic power and the mass of the population

is not only denied democratic freedom and civil liberties but
also the full use of economic power. Thus there being neither
political "liberty nor economic democracy in Russia it would

be wrong to describe it as socialist.
: 81. The Russian economy is not adequately industrialised
and she is at present engaged in a primitive accumulation of
capital. In order to speed up the accumulation of the means

of production Russia is trying to expand and distribute the
burden of this accumulation over an ever-larger territory . The
expansionist urge of the Anglo -American bloc stems from their
economic system which is predominantly capitalist and in which

the problem is to employ gainfully the accumulated surplus.
Politically, the expansionist urges of these power-blocs
take the form of an effort as in the case of Russia, to incorpo
rate as many States as possible within the Soviet political system
and therein establish totalitarian rule of the Communist Parties
subservient to Moscow , and in the American sphere of influence

to bring pressure so as to retard social change and preserve
the capitalist system . Thus there are distinctions and differ
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ences in the character of and the methods adopted by these
power-blocs but basically their approach is the same; both

are expansionist. It is sometimes said that whereas the Russian
bloc is rigid and homogeneous the Anglo -American bloc is

heterogeneous. It is true that some countries in the Anglo
American bloc such as the United Kingdom

socialise

their

are trying to

internal economies but similarly

fissures

have lately appeared in the supposedly rigid Russian system

too, as exemplified by the excommunication of Tito by the
Cominform .

Victory of Neither Bloc Will Spell Emancipation of Mankind
82.

The extension of the Anglo -American influence to

all parts of the earth will make the American system " almighty
on this planet ” and will not allow the Socialist Parties to

develop and eventually challenge the supremacy of capitalism .
On the other hand incorporation of the world in the Soviet

sphere will put the Kremlin - controlled Communist Parties in
power everywhere and destroy the democratic and socialist

forces. From this analysis it will be clear that victory of

neither of the Power blocs will lead to the emancipation of
mankind. And therefore, no choice or preference is indicated .
India should not therefore do anything that is likely to increase
the influence of either of these blocs but strive to create a
Third Camp of active neutrality and try to expand the area

of this Third Camp as far as possible.

The policy of building

up the Third Camp has two aspects. It has to be carried
out on two levels, Governmental and popular. .

Third Camp of Peace

83. The Government of India should enter into non
aggression pacts and treaties of enduring friendship with as
many countries as possible and also achieve a network
of regional alliances including East Asian countries, the Arab
League, our western neighbours and others. On the popular
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level the Socialist Party will try to strengthen the forces of
Peace throughout the world . A broad popular movement for
World Federal Government must be built up. A nucleus
already exists in the shape of the Peoples World Congress.
Its programme includes constructive service on an international
scale and direct political and economic action to prevent aggres

sion and war and eventual convening of a World Constituent
Assembly .

The Socialists have to play a vital part in the

development of this movement. The Socialist Party will also
associate with the activities of European and other. Socialist
Parties and participate in their Conferences such as the
COMISCO (International Socialist Conference ). It will also
develop contacts with freedom movements in Asia and Africa.

The organization of regional socialist co -operation will pave the
way for the creation of a wider and real international Socialist
Movement.

Commonwealth Link Inconsistent with Neutrality
84 . If India is to play its part in world affairs effectively
it will have to avoid all such associations and commitments as

are likely to compromise this fundamental policy. It is clear
that India 's membership of the British Commonwealth even in
its new form is inconsistent with the basic policy of active
neutrality . It has meant in practice passive lining up of India
with Anglo -America on every vital issue. It has robbed our
country of independent initiative in thc matter of foreign policy.

The policy of peace as outlined above demands that India come

out of the British Commonwealth which still maintains colonial
domination and racial discrimination and which strategically,
economically and politically is a part of the Anglo -American
bloc.

Fight for Peace

.

85. Paradoxically enough the Governments who are
arming themselves to the teeth and are feverishly preparing for
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war shout about peace. But it is clear that those who refuse to
accept the fundamentals herein outlined cannot be called friends
of Peace. The World today is living under the shadow of
War and the fight for peace has to be carried on not only
by the Socialists but all other progressive elements .

86. In pursuance of this policy of peace India cannot
but take active interest in the UNO .

It is true that the United

Nations Organization cannot basically reduce national sove
reignties. Its decisions are taken on the basis of the world
power inin
as it is, with the armed hforces
sources of power
ey anandi other
uch ecision
ddecisions are at best
S
c s Such
T varying.
different countries so widely

amending expedients.

They can check a malady but cannot

remove it. They cannot bring nations under an international

sovereignty , for they are powerless to alter materially the differ
ences in economy and armed strength of different nations. The
Socialist Party nevertheless feels that India 's membership of the
UNO should be continued .

India Government's Failure to Play Positive Rôle in UNO

87. India has not however played a positive rôle in the
UNO uptil now . It has failed to give a lead on issues of world
significance. It has particularly failed to raise questions of
social justice and world freedom on the platform of the UNO .

The Government of India could have for instance declared that
distinctions between the victors and the vanquished should go
and that every country in the world , no matter whether it had

lost a war, should have its own national government.

It should

have renounced reparations from Germany and Japan . It
should have demanded the withdrawal of foreign authority and
armies of occupation whether in Germany, Korea , Japan , Bul
garia , Hungary, Rumania , Indonesia, Viet-Nam , Malaya, and
territories of the African people and the reconstitution of
national authority. It should be India's endeavour to remove
the serious limitations from which the UNO suffers and to
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transform

it into an instrument of effective international

co-operation .
Relationship of Peace Policy and Social Change at Home
88 . India 's failure in this respect springs from the refusal
of the Government to initiate a policy of social justice at
home. Foreign policy is an extension and projection of internal . .
policy in the international field . A foreign policy of equality ,
freedom and peace must in the opinion of the Socialist Party

be linked up with the effort to achieve a new social order in
our country. Two years have passed since the achievement
of freedom , but very little has been done in the matter of

bringing about radical social changes. We have not introduced

economic planning to reduce inequalities of wealth and raise
the standard of living of the people. The absence of this new
emphasis in our internal efforts has robbed our foreign policy

of that ideological core and emotional drive which alone can
substitute military might and economic power as an instrument

of foreign policy.
Foreign Capital and Planned Development

89. India must embark upon a plan of increasing the pro
ductivity of our people. Foreign capital should be welcome pro
vided no strings are attached and further that all such aid is
brought in by the Government. Private import of capital will
lead to the creation of international cartels and forge new chains

of slavery.

The emphasis should therefore be on the planned

and productive utilisation of our own resources.

At the same

time this effort must be linked up with reģional co -operation .
National barriers must be broken and we should henceforth
think in terms of ever larger groupings of nations. · A force of
the oppressed people of the world , based on a common loyalty,
has to be created, not for aggressive purposes but to resist expan
sionism

directed against Asia , Africa and other areas of the

world , not to depress Europe or any other part of the world
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but to elevate the retarded peoples and to enable them to achieve

equality of status with others. This will be a stepping stone
to World Government.
The Way to World Government . .
.

go . The only way to achieve World Government is the

one here outlined. Returns to man's labour must be made fairly
equal, wherever. he may live. Notmerely full employment but

equally productive employment iſ the key to a. World State.
The constituent parts of the world must first reach equality

in power and then in prosperity and so shall be set on the
road to World Government.

Picture of the New World
91.

The Socialist Party will work for an international

organisation in which peace is not precariously sought at the

expense of principles, in which issues are decided on the merits
of the case and not on the strength of weapons, secret or other ,
in which no country can cancel the judgment of mankind,

where fear and threats of war do not prevail and where men
and women of different countries plan , through their chosen

delegates of equal authority , lives of plenty and joy and dignity,
none higher than the other.

;

CHAPTER VI
POLICY REGARDING THE COMMUNIST PARTY

Communist Party Betrays Socialist Unity
92. ' The Party , almost from its birth , believed in socialist
unity , and conceived it mainly in terms of unity between itself

and the Communist Party of India. This policy of socialist unity
continued till as late as the Ramgarh Congress, i.e., till March
1940.

But at Ramgarh this policy was changed when the

National Executive decided to expel the Communists from the
Party . That decision was taken after the experience of many
years had conclusively shown that the Communists wanted not
unity but just the opposite, that is to say, the disruption and
ultimate dissolution of the Socialist Party. The Communists

do not consider any party other than their own to be either
revolutionary or socialist ; accordingly, a policy of unity is to
them only a means of infiltration into other parties in order
either to capture or destroy them . So there can never be unity
with the Communists .

Anti-National Rôle of the Communist Party
93. But the war years revealed a yet more fundamental
obstacle to unity or co -operation with the Communist Party .
These years showed conclusively, what was previously only
vaguely felt, that the Communist parties all over the world are

completely under the control of the Russian Government. Their
policies everywhere are attuned to the policies of that govern
ment and, under the ideological cloak of communism , they

function everywhere as its permanent and loyal fifth column.
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Communist Party is a Party of Civil War
94.

The Communists in this country, as elsewhere, are

often described as leftists, but they are neither leftists, nor
rightists ; they are merely Russian nationalists ; and they swing

from either extreme to the other with the utmost ease , as
dictated by the swings in Russian policy. Whether they support
Britain or oppose her ; whether they are for Pakistan or against
it ; whether they are friendly to the Indian National Congress

or hostile ; whether they shout Nehru Sarkar Zindabad
or Murdabad , they are never guided by Marxism or the interests
of the Indian people, but by the demands of Russian policy.
Thus, having no loyalty to their country and to their people ,

they naturally do not hesitate to create conditions of chaos and
anarchy.

It would be apt, accordingly, to describe the Com

munist Party as a party of civil war.

There are times when

the struggle of classes does break out in a civil war . But
as all times. and under all conditions the tactics of the Com

munist Party are those of civil war.
Communist Party and Democratic Socialism
: 95 . There is a third basic difference between the Socialist
Party and the Communist Party . The Socialist Party aims at

the establishment of democratic socialism , whereas the objective
of the Communist Party is totalitarian

communism . The

Socialist Party desires to establish a proletarian democracy, a
Kisan Mazdoor Raj, while the Communists desire to establish

the dictatorial rule of their party over the workers and peasants.
There can be nothing in common between the two parties
working for such divergent aims.
Denunciation of the Communist Party is not Hostility to Soviet
Russia
96 . Denunciation of the Communist Party as a Russian
fifth column is represented by the communists as hostility to
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.

Russia herself and they denounce the Socialist Party as anti
Russian . The Socialist Party has no hostility towards Russia .

Rather, the Party believes that India , in her own interest, must

live on the friendliest possible termswith Russia as with America
or any other country. While the Party shall always endeavour
to promote this friendship , it wishes to make it clear that this
friendship must always be on the basis of complete equality
and that free India will never brook any interference with her
affairs by any country, however friendly.

CHAPTER VII .

.

LEFT UNITY

Meaning of. Left unity
. 97. The question of unity among parties of the left is
often raised . It is necessary therefore to state the policy of
the Party in this regard . There can be no question but that
unity of the left is desirable and every effort should be made

to this end . But this unity must be brought about on a sound
and durable basis.

98. First, let us point out that the term “ left ” is used
rather promiscuously.

For the purposes of this chapter, we

have adhered to this popular usage.
99. Left unity might mean one of two things: (a )

a political integration of leftist parties with a view to bring
into existence a single consolidated party of the left; (b ) joint
action of the leftist parties at a given moment to achieve certain
results .

100 . It is wrong to describe mere joint action as left
unity. Such action might be found desirable for certain pur
poses, but it is important to remember that in itself it would

not be left unity. Real unity of the left can mean only the
political integration of the left parties. This is a slow process
and it requires for its success certain basic conditions. Only
those parties can come together and form a united party who
agree among themselves on fundamental policy and methodology.
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Two Trends in the Left Movement
101.

The left parties in India can be divided mainly into

two groups. One group is of those parties which do not accept
democratic means nor believe that democracy and socialism
are interrelated and that the one cannot exist without the other.
These parties, believe further in an inevitable violent revolution ,
and do not concede that socialism could ever be brought about
through democratic means. They believe again that of the
two power blocs in the world the Russian bloc represents
the forces of social revolution and socialism , and therefore they

are opposed to the idea of a Third Camp and neutrality as
between these blocs and want India to line up definitely with
Soviet Russia . Apart from the Communist Party , there are

other parties in this group, which though they denounce the
former, nevertheless take their inspiration from it and form its
tail.

102. On the other hand are left parties which believe that,
in the objective conditions of present-day India , democratic
means are the only means to follow and, further, that a socialist
society in which there is no democracy is a fraud upon socialism .

These parties further believe that both of the power blocs are
expansionist and the victory of neither would spell the emanci
pation of mankind and the creation of a free , egalitarian world
society. Therefore, these parties put their faith in the Third
Camp of peace, freedom and democracy.
Unity Impossible Between Democratic and Totalitarian Parties

103.

It is clear that between these two main groups unity

is impossible. There is no doubt however that the parties which
accept either of these fundamentals must come together sooner
or later : the near -communists must ultimately be absorbed by

the Communist Party or disintegrate, and likewise the democratic
socialists must ultimately come within the fold of the Socialist

Party or wither away. This development will take some time
45

and there will have to be a period of clarification , but of the
ultimate result there cannot be any doubt. Which of the two

forces— the totalitarian or the democratic — will be the stronger
in the left movement in this country, depends very largely on

what the Socialist Party does today and on objective conditions,
national and international. As things are today, there seems to
be no doubt that the future of this country lies with democratic

socialism .
Towards a United Socialist Movement
104 .

To all the democratic socialist forces in this country

we extend a cordial welcome to

join

building up a united socialist movement.

the Socialist Party in

Two socialist parties

have already merged with the Party and a considerable part

of another. Every effort shall be made to continue this process
and it is hoped that as the mass basis of the Party broadens this
process would be further facilitated.

W . P . P . 458
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